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Planning a Walt Disney World vacation can be confusing, throw in the complexities of the many varied military discounts and it can become downright perplexing. For years military families have been looking for a single resource to help with their Walt Disney World Vacation planning. You will find just that in Walt Disney World for Military Families. All the research has been done for you! This is the first ever Walt Disney World Guidebook written specifically for the US military community!

In this detailed comprehensive full length guide, Disney military expert Steve Bell will share all the information gained over the years of covering everything military about Disney World. Steve is the founder of the hugely popular MilitaryDisneyTips.com website, the internet’s only website dedicated to information about Disney Military Discounts. His firsthand experience using these discounts will ENSURE that you will know all that you need to know in order to save as much as possible and have the relaxing stress-free vacation that you deserve.

If you are Military and planning to visit Walt Disney World, then Walt Disney World for Military Families is a must have! Even if you might have used a military discount before, you will find information in this book that you did not know about. Included in this user-friendly guide you will find information on:
- Disney’s Armed Forces Salute
- Disney’s Regular Military Discounts
- Shades of Green, Disney World’s Military Only Resort
- Military Discounts at Downtown Disney
- Disney’s New Technology, Including FastPass Plus and Magic Bands and How They Work With Military Tickets
- Special Prices on WDW’s Halloween and Christmas Parties and the Little Known Military Access to Sold Out Nights

In addition to all the great military information in the book, you’ll also find tons of general public information on the theme parks, resorts and hotels, water parks and everything else to do at Walt Disney World, plus a section of tips and theme park dos and don’ts gained in over 40 years’ experience touring Walt Disney World. This is the perfect investment for those wishing to plan a special get away from the stresses of military life!
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I had the chance to read the pre-release version of this book, and think it's a great buy for Military families going to Disney World. There's a ton of special deals and special options for military folk visiting Disney World, many with complicated eligibility and/or execution rules. Steve's book is a great help in sorting these out, and also includes chapters on dining, the parks, hotels, and everything else! The perfect book for military families thinking about going to Disney World.

Very helpful, good tips. Found history of Shades of Green (SOG) interesting. Learned for the first time that there were good size hotel discounts on Disney properties other than SOG which we had stayed at before & are planning a visit to again. This is a nice one-stop reference for rides, restaurants & park flow. Drawback on Kindle version is lack of chapter bookmarks but content very good.

Our family has been to Disney World a few times and it has officially become our annual vacation spot. The good news about this book is that it provides some information, that I was not aware of on previous trips. It outlines the process of getting the best ticket deals, how to get them by mail instead of going to a physical MWR location (impossible for us based on distance). It also covers what it means to stay at SOG. I was unaware of all the benefits that SOG offers and I also did not know that SOG is treated in similar fashion to a military post. I also liked that it covered procedures for those with disabilities. WDW has a great access card available for disabilities. This helps us tremendously while we are in the parks. I highly recommend this and any other planning books you are considering for WDW because the trip is much smoother when you plan ahead.
It was full of information on the new area (FP+ and Magic Bands), very easy read and I found helpful even though I had been to SOG and WDW many times I would encourage Military members to pick this up.

Not worth the money. Author keeps on repeating the same old info chapte after chapter. No new info. Not very well written. Can get all of this info off the internet free of charge. No photos. No new tips. Would not suggest it to anyone looking for a GOOD book about Disney.

This book is fantastic for any military family that is planning a trip to the happiest place in the world (at least we think so!) I purchased this book for my daughter and son-in-law, he is in the Air Force. Before I gave it to them I read it cover to cover and found it full of helpful, useful information, tips, etc., for anyone planning a trip there. As often as we have gone as a family, sometimes up to 4 -5 times a year, I found out about events, hotel tips, that I had never known about. This book is wonderful...Thank you!

Interesting and informative. We have been to Walt. Disney world and Disneyland several times. This will be the second time we've taken our children and grandchildren. We added 3 more grandkids and in-law. Went from 7-11 going so it will cost more. Love Shades of Green. The new fast pass and dinner reservations make it a lot more confusing. Leaving that part up to my daughter-in-laws to handle Hoping to put a lot of your info to good use.. was hoping for a list and map of new attractions since we w e ’re there. But then you don’t know when we were there. We were stationed at Randall for 8 years and had 2 children there. THANKS Sue Gentzler
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